. . systematic ~owledge of such fields is of considerable pract~cal importance, · . particularly in connection w1 th a "universal" method,· discovered by Samoilov 1 . and co-workers, for orienting atomic nuclei at low temperatures. This method · · · involve_s inducing large hyperfine fields at the nuclei of various atoms by . fields are. among those most difficult to pre~ct theoretical~y, and for some UCRL-11820
•· the sample can be. completely demagnetized, and (2) F'or a· demagnetized sample
the angular correlation will be modulated by at least two frequenci_es, the Larmor frequency an_d its first harmonic.
For a demasnetized source the magnetic 'domains may'be taken to. be randomly oriented, and the theory is similar to that of a polycrystallin~ source.
2 The angular·c~rrel~tion function for~ domain -is given b;
. ' ..
.·
The p~rturbatio~ factor has_the general· form
. )
where A(t) is the time_-evolution operator describing the· change in population of the substates I ma) and I ~) with time. This ope_rator i_s given by the inter- . .
•
detectors is ·kept. fixed under the averaging process. Using the orthogonality· properties of ~he rotation ~oup and the addition theorem. of spherical harmonics,
with . Gk( t) ·= ~~+l ~ ·o::, · The reference system was -chosen in such. a Way that its z-axis was the quantization axis· for the interaction Hamiltonian: ·
(m. IA(t)lm) =e.::
This simplifies th~ perturbation ·ractor in Eq. '(2) to the.eXpression Larmor frequencyj ~ ~ -gMM:. We therefore· obtain .for. the real part.of the .
.. ' ·frequencies with equal amplitudes. In Fig. l a . 'the perturbation factors G 2
. and a 4 are shown as functions 9f time •. ·Note· that. because of the equidistant .
magnetic splitting the perturbation factor in Eq·. · (7) is independent of the .nuclear spin I 1 in contrast to the situation for random electric quadrupole pertUrbations.
.,
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... .
is demonstrated· in Fig. 1 ~{~~:);tana:~_by.;.t~. fact· that the g;.factor is only known ·within 2$ •. . ' . ' . . . ' ~ .. · .
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. A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may_ not infringe privately owned rights; or B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use ~f, or for damages resulting from the use of any information, app~ratus, method, or process disclosed in t,hi s report.
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